The increasing role of automation in human-machine systems requires modelling approaches which are flexible enough to systematically express a large range of automation levels and assist the exploration of a large range of automation issues. A General Model of Mixed-Initiative Human-Machine Systems is described, along with a corresponding automation taxonomy, which: provides a framework for representing human-machine systems over a wide range of complexity; forms the basis of a dynamic, pseudomathematical simulation of complex interrelationships between situational and cognitive factors operating in dynamic function allocation decisions; and can guide methodical investigations into the implications of decisions regarding system automation levels.
INTRODUCTION
As technological advances make more sophisticated forms of automation available, system designers are facing increasingly difficult decisions regarding how much automation to use and when to use it. The importance of these decisions is demonstrated from time to time by catastrophic or near-catastrophic events in which either the automation fails to perform properly or an unforeseen consequence of the interaction between human operator and automation leads to an error. Many examples of such events in aviation have been documented by Wiener (1986) .
In the past, automation decisions could be made by assigning to human or machine whatever task each was better able to perform. Now, this criterion is often difficult to apply. Furthermore, designers must consider such issues as the operator's loss of situation awareness due to relying too heavily on automation, conflicts between the operator's decisions and the machine's decisions, or tendencies of the operator to override or defeat the automation due to lack of trust in it. To help guide investigations into these issues, we have developed a general model of human-machine systems that represents the information flow between a machine, an operator, and their environment, can be systematically altered to represent a wide range of automation capabilities, and serves as the basis for a dynamic simulation of humanmachine interaction. This model, and the tools based on it, are intended to be applied early in system development to help establish the human-machine protocol of the system.
MODEL STRUCTURE
The Mixed-Initiative Model 0 is basically a loop structure with the machine represented on one side, the operator on the other, and the world, or situation, in the center. Figure 1 provides a highly simplified version of the model. As shown, there are two "autonomous" loops in which the World provides both parties with information and both parties feed information back to the World in the form of actions. There is also a "cooperative" loop between the human and machine in which information is transferred across the human-machine interface. On each side of both loops, some type of information processing occurs.
Figure 2 contains the full model structure. The basic loop structure is maintained, but the information processing functions in each of the loops have been elaborated. Before considering the model structure in more detail, it should be noted that this full representation would apply only to the most sophisticated and complex automation. In a later section, a process for reducing the model to apply to specific automation levels will be described.
As mentioned before, the World node provides information to both the machine and the operator and receives information back from both. The contents of this node depend on the system being represented. For an aircraft collision avoidance system, for example, it may contain information about own aircraft position, heading, and velocity, and the same for nearby aircraft. The collision avoidance system would receive this information (or some of it) through its World Sensors node and the pilot would receive it (or another subset of it) from vision through the windscreen (Perceive World).
The lower path through the Machine Input quadrant contains nodes that act on information received from the World, and the upper nodes in the quadrant act on information about or from the operator. The Machine Output quadrant contains nodes that make decisions based on goals and either perform actions that change the state of the World (such as performing a maneuver) or construct displays for the operator.
In the Human-Input quadrant, the operator receives information directly from the World and from the machine, both by perceiving displays (explicit communication) and by sensing machine actions (implicit communication). The operator carries out a similar inference process which results in judgments about the situation and the machine, and performs some action which affects either the machine or the World, or both. In each cycle of the loop, then, the World provides information to both machine and operator, one or both of which eventually provides an output back to the World based on information about the World, itself, and the other party. This action changes the state of the World, and new information enters the loops in the next cycle.
Error checking is provided so specific nodes can query earlier nodes in the path, or so information can be routed through selected pathways depending on the presence of conflicts. 
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the machine. If he trusts the automation more than his own perceptions, as in the case of watching a radar screen, he will revise his Infer World State node based on the machine's inputs. However, if he trusts his own perceptions more than the automation, he will revise his Infer Machine State node and possibly override the automation.
The loop-like form of the model suggests that it may serve as the basis for a model of human-machine interaction dynamics. In such a model, information would flow through the loops on a regular cycle, with information in each cycle starting and ending in the World node. We have developed such a model for a simple decision aid. Before describing this model, though, we must first describe how the full MIM can be systematically reduced to represent such an aid.
A TAXONOMY OF AUTOMATION LEVELS
A taxonomy of automation levels applied to the MIM is presented in Figure 3 . Automation levels are considered along two dimensions: how intelligent the automation is, and how much autonomy it has. Each combination of a level of intelligence and a level of autonomy is referred to as an "automation state", and each automation state corresponds to a unique, predefined form of the MIM.
The lowest level of intelligence is Raw Data, in which the automation does no real data processing. A Procedural machine can process information or act according to predefined procedures. A Context Responsive machine can change its behavior in response to its environment. A
LEVELS OF INTELLIGENCE1
Figure 3: A taxonomy of two automation levels. For any given system concept, a level of intelligence combined with a level of autonomy describes the system's automation "state".
Personalized machine can contain a static model of a particular operator's preferences, while an Inferred Intent Responsive machine can dynamically infer operator intent based on the context and the operator's behavior. An Operator State Predictive machine can also use information about the operator's physical state, while an Operator Predictive machine can anticipate operator actions, such as errors. Note that each succeeding level of intelligence subsumes all the previous levels: in order to infer operator intent, for example, the machine must have information about both the operator and the context.
In the first six levels of autonomy, the machine has no authority to act on the World; the machine is limited to communication with the operator. Distinctions between these levels of autonomy are made based on the sophistication of the machine's information processing functions and authority to manipulate the operator's displays. The last six levels, from Servant through Autonomous, give the machine the ability to take actions. Distinctions between these levels are made based on the permission and override protocol between the operator and machine. For example, an "Associate" machine is capable of autonomous action without explicit operator permission, but the operator may always override or inhibit it. A "Partner" machine has equal override authority with the operator, and a "Supervisor" machine can override the operator, but the operator may not override it. A good example of the latter is the "stick shaker" which is intended to prevent aircraft stalls by shaking when stall is imminent and pushing itself forward with great force to recover from a stall.
In general, levels of intelligence are represented by the configuration of the Machine Input quadrant of the MIM and levels of autonomy by the Machine Output quadrant. For example, a Context Responsive machine would contain only the lower path through the Machine Input quadrant; those nodes relating to information about the operator would be absent. Further, machines which cannot act on the World would have no action path back to the World. The form of the MIM which is appropriate to represent any given system concept is determined by answering a series of standard questions about the machine's capabilities. The responses to one set of questions fiies the machine's level of intelligence, and those to the other its level of autonomy. Once determined, these two levels fix the configurations of the corresponding machine quadrants of the MIM, and they in turn determine the human side of the model.
A PROOF-OF-CONCEPT SIMULATION
To illustrate, consider a simple decision aid. It cannot perform any actions itself, other than advising the operator, but it can process available information and provide a recommendation to the operator. It has information about the state of the situation available to it, but knows nothing about the operator.
The MIM representation of such an aid is shown in Figure 4 . The nodes relating to knowledge about the World are present, as are decisionmaking and display nodes. The operator, as represented, is capable of directly observing the World, and the fiial output sent back to the World represents the decisions made by the operator after taking the aid's recommendations into consideration.
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The parameters used in our simulation are also shown in Figure 4 . The parameters of interest in the World node are workload, the level of risk associated with any given decision, task complexity, and time. The machine's performance level is represented by a "reliability" parameter, and the operator's assessment of the machine's reliability is represented by the "perceived reliability" parameter in the operator's Machine Model node. Other characteristics of the operator that are of interest are his perceptions of risk and own workload, his skill level, his own performance level (decision accuracy), and his level of self confidence.
The hypothesized relations between these parameters are shown in Figure 5 . Each parameter only originating outputs is an independent variable; the parameter only receiving inputs is the dependent variable; and the others are interdependent. Each parameter is scaled from 0 to 1 and is expressed either as a percentage of a resource (such as workload capacity) or as a probability (such as reliability). It should be noted that the parameters and their relationships are not intended to be accurate representations of known processes but rather a "reasonable" hypothesis intended to explore the potential for a pseudo-mathematical treatment of essentially qualitative variables. Some specific interrelationships between variables and explanations of hypothesized variable behavior are given in (Boettcher et. al., 1989) elsewhere in these Proceedings.
To construct a dynamic simulation from this structure, we used the Dynamo (Pugh-Roberts, 1986) simulation language, which is capable of representing the behavior over time of system interdependent variables governed by differential-like equations. These variables are expressed as levels and rates, and Dynamo computes values for each variable for each time increment based on the interdependent relationships between them.
The simulation model contains fourteen variables of which six are independent, and eleven equations. An example of output from this model is shown in Figure 6 . Under this scenario, the operator begins with a dubious opinion of the aids reliability, but as the aid performs well (Macc, or machine accuracy, is high) his degree of Trust in the aid grows. At T=80, the aid fails, and system accuracy drops sharply as well. After realizing that the aid has failed, the operator loses Trust in the aid and transfers decisionmaking responsibility back to himself, accounting for the gradual rise in system accuracy during the automation failure. When the aid starts performing correctly again, system accuracy rises, but not to its previous level due to the operator's low Trust in the aid. According to our hypothesis, operator Trust takes longer to be rebuilt than to be destroyed, and the operator's overall opinion of the aid will be less sensitive to change as his experience with it increases; this is reflected in the gradual, negatively accelerated rise in the Trust curve following the failure.
By manipulating automation failure profiles, operator workload levels, risk levels, task complexity, and operator skill levels, alone or in combination, a wide range of complex behavior can be observed. The results of this effort suggest that this approach shows promise for addressing issues of Figure 6: A sample of simulation output. Machine accuracy is an independent variable, expressed in terms of percent correct decisions. System accuracy is the joint human-machine decision accuracy, in the same units. Trust in aid is the operator's subjective judgment that the next decision made by the machine will be correct, expressed as a probability. Compliance with aid is the probability that the operator will comply with the aid's recommendation, based on the relationship between his trust in the aid and his confidence in his own decision. If trust is greater than confidence, compliance will be high; if confidence is greater than trust, compliance will be low.
